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Energy Crisis
Felt on Campus

Employees and departments may
obtain copies of the Michigan Public
School
Employees
Retirement
System GUIDELINES 1977by contacting the Staff Benefits Office,
telephone 383-8087.

• ••

Western's Campus Bookstore will
only be open for business from 10
a.m.-2 p.m. during the week of Spring
recess-Monday
through Friday,
March 6-10.

•••

The grade-point qualifications for
the geology department's Senior
Honor Awards in geology and earth
science were inadvertently reversed
in last week's Western News.
Applicants must have an overallGPA
of at least 3.0 and a 3.5 within the
major.

w;.

Further steps are being taken here
on the WMUcampus in an attempt to
conserve energy, especially electricity.
Thomas E. Coyne, vice president
for student services, has asked all
campus residents to curtail or
eliminate the use of such heavy
energy users as hot plates, electric
heaters, hair dryers and irons.
Robert H. Williams, director of the
Physical Plant, reported that his staff
is reducing outside lighting by approximately 50percent, but it's a slow
process because the changes have to
be made manually with the existing
lighting system on campqs. He also
has directed his personnel to check
again to see that thermostats have
been set between 65and 68degrees.
"A variety of measures to reduce
heat and electrical consumption have
already
been implemented on
campus," Coyne observed. "But
cooperation is needed if energy
savers are also to be achieved in the
residence halls."
Coyne provided the followinglist of
guidelines: close windows and
draperies in evenings and when gone;
open draperies during the day; take
shorter showers; turn off lights,
stereos and 'IVs when not in use;
wash only full loads of laundry;
reduce use of electric fans; and avoid
excessive use of hall elevators.
"Please do your part to help all
Michigan residents through this
crisis," Coyne urged in his letter to
campus living units.

APPUED SCIENCES DISPLAY-(From
left) Kevin Davis, a WMU
mathematics senior, and Thomas L. Sears,instructiooallaboratory
supervisor, WMU electrical engineering department, check over a computeroperated, model electric rallroad, which will be one of more than nearly 20
exhibits, displays and demonstrations open to the public in Western's
Industrial and Engineering Technology Building during "College Jubilee
Week"
by the Collegeof Applied Sciences here. Openhouse will be held from 1•••
9p.m. Friday, Feb. 24,and 9a.m.-12:30p.m. Saturday~Feb. 25.
Foreign Students wishing to apply
(WMU~wspboto)
for financial aid assistance for
academic year 1978-79,may pick up
LoewTo Meet
applications at the Office of Student
Workshop Examines
Financial Aid and Scholarships.
With HPER
Applications and additional fonns
Returning Student
All students and faculty of the
must be completed and returned to
The dilemma of the returning
the Office of Student Financial Aid department ·of health, physical
student
will be ~e subject of a oneeducation-and
recreation
are
invited
and Scholarships by the deadline date
to an informal evening with Dr. day workshop Saturday, March 18,
ofMay 1.
Cornelius Loew, vice president for sponsored by Western's Center for
•••
.academic affairs, at 8 p.m. Wed- WomenServices .
The sister of the late Whitney M. nesday, March 1, in 157 Student
Betty Gaffney and Barb Boswell,
Young, Jr., will be the keynote Center.
co-leaders of the workshop, state that
speaker at the annual Young
The program, arranged by the research shows a real need for the
Scholarship Award program at 8p.m. Student Major/Minor Club of the mature student returning to school to
Thursday, Feb. 23, here in the west department, will give students and have an opportunity to share the
General Aviation
ballroom, University Student Center. faculty the opportunity to meet Loew, feelings and problems concerning the
lecture March 2
ask questions, express concerns and conflict they experience in dual roles
hear his thoughts and ideas related to of student and the traditional role of
"How General Aviation Benefits the
March 3 Deadline
the field of health, physical education parent and/or marriage partner.
Nation" will be the topic of a free,
For Dropping Class
The workshop, "The Returning public talk at 8:30 p.m. Thursday,
and recreation.
Student," will be held from 9 a.m.-3 March 2, in 3750Knauss Hall.
Students are reminde4 that, if they
p.m. in the Flossie Sangren Room,
Speaking will be Marvin B. Small,
intend to drop a class this semester,
Straw To Discuss
Sangren
Hall.
. general . aviation affairs officer,
they must do so before the recess.
Austin Lake
Gaffney is an MSW graduate of Beech Aircraft Corp., Wichita, Kan.
Friday, March 3, is the last day to
A rescheduled free, public seminar WMUand is a school social worker at Small, who has been at Beech for 25
drop classes without academic
on "Austin Lake: Past, Present, and the Jackson Alternative School, years and logged about 10,000flight
penalty.
The Academic Records Office on Future," by Dr. W. Thomas Straw, Jackson. Boswell, a MSW,is a group hours, has spoken before more than
the third floor of the Seibert ad- WMUgeology professor, will be held therapist with the Allegan County 30,000members of business and civic
clubs, professional organizations and
ministration Building is open from 8 at noon Thursday, March 2, in 181 Community Mental Health Center.
Call the Center,~,
for more educational institutions in 48states.
a.m.-4 :30 p.m.' Monday through Wood Hall, sponsored by the. WMU
information and registration.
He said that his princ~palmission is
Friday. Drop slips are only required biologydepartment.
to
help develop a greater awareness
Straw will discuss the origin of
for chemistry, military science and
Libraries Plan
of general aviation's. importance in
Kalamazoo area lakes, how Austin
transportation courses.
Survey on Hours
the nation's overall transportation
Lake, located in Portage, obtains its
Faculty Advised
Western's libraries will be con- system. His talk is sponsored by the
water, what physical condition the
lake is in and where it is in its life ducting a survey from March 13-31 Sky Broncos Club ofWMU.
On Grade Posting
cycle. Austin Lake covers more than among its users to determine if the
Academic Scholarship
Western faculty members are 1,000acres. In some places the muck existing hours of operation are
advised that grades and test scores of is reported to be 50feet thick over the adequate or if different hours are
Deadline Is Near
any kind may not be posted by either natural sand bottom.
desired.
Wednesday, March 15, is the apalpha or social security number
"Unnecessary hours are wasted plication deadline fo~ a WMU
designations.
expenditures,"
said
Carl
H. academic scholarship.
'Stymie' Poore Dies
Registrar Dennis Boyle noted that
Sachtleben, director of libraries. "We
Qualifications include: a minimum
either practice is a violation of the
Robert (Stymie) Poore, a WMUgolf need this kind of advice for future 3.20 . grade-point average, U.S.
Educational Rights and Privacy Act. letterman from 1973-76,died Monday schedule planning."
citizenship and undergraduate class
Faculty members who are using the evening as a result of an automobile
He indicated that copies of the standing.
academic computer for the listing of accident near Flushing. Funeral questionnaire will be available at the
Application fonns may be obtained
grades should contact the Computer services will be held at 11a.m. Friday circulation desks in the main Waldo at the Student Financial Aid and
Center for solutions to this problem, at the Geisen Funeral Home in "Libraryand in all branch libraries on Scholarships Office in the Student
Merrillville, Ind.
.
he said.
campus.
'
Services Building.
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Ag Convocation
This Afternoon

Dance Fever
Hits Campus

Fever has hit the WMUcampus and
Six members of the advisory
committee for Western's department the country. The accompanying
of agriculture will be honored at 3 shakes and occasional aches and
are
reaching
epidemic
p.m. Thursday, Feb. 23, here in 3034 pains
Industrial and Engineering Tech- proportions. It's not a new strain of
flu-it's disco dancing.
nologyBuilding on campus.
"Disco dancing is a fad that's part
Certificates of recognition will be
presented to Mrs. Diana Langshaw of of a trend to get back to touching your
Augusta, committee chairperson; partner while you dance," observed
Mrs. George House, Production Dr. Elisabeth Hetherington, chairCredit Association, Schoolcraft; Carl person of WMU's dance department.
Stuewer, Plainwell, retired WMU It is similar to many of the older
agriculture instructor; Arthur Bailey, "slow dance" styles ·and it has its
Schoolcraft; and Ed Baur, First origins in the black jazz culture, she
•
National Bank & Trust' Co. of added.
Interest in disco dancing is high on
Michigan, and Ron Sommers, Upjohn
Western's campus. Currently, three
Farms, both of Kalamazoo.
The Agricultural Convocation will sections of social dance are offered
GUEST ARTISTCharles Roe of the NewYork City Opera Company is pictured include an illustrated program on here, and each includes some disco,
above with Joy Claudon, a graduate student in music, during a recent "Careers in Agriculture" by Fred Hetherington explained. Students
rehearsal for the University Theatre's presentation of Rossini's comic opera, Hinckley of the Van Buren County from different locales demonstrate
"The Barber of Seville," to be staged at 8 p.m. Wednesday through Friday, Extension Office.
the newest disco styles to their
March 1-3,in Shaw Theater.
.
New officers of the WMU student classes; each class can only acAgriculture Club will be introduced commodate 18 students because of
during the program. They are: space limitations. Students and
UT Has Special Guest Artist
president Fred Koenigshof, a Coloma faculty alike would like to add at least
senior; vice presidents Gregory one section of just disco, she noted.
For 'Barber of Seville' Production
Perhaps disco is just another fad
Kuntz, a Taylor junior, and Joseph
Completing the cast as soldiers and Oldford, Southfield senior; and that will come and go before many of
A special guest artist, Charles Roe,
leading baritone for the New York chorus members are Stephen Carey, secretary Herbert Scheffler, a senior us learn it. Or maybe it is the
precursor of a new era in dance.
City Opera Company, heads a cast of Livonia freshman;. John Collier from Coloma.
20 singing the title role in the up- Garber, Grand Rapids freshman;
coming University Theater presen- Brian Gauthier, Grand Rapids
tation of Rossini's comic opera, "The sophomore; Michael Thomas Geiger,
Barber of Seville," at 8 p.m. Wed- Marshall junior; Philip Klausing,
Gerald Tannebaum, who has lived welfare organization, now known as
nesday through Friday, March 1-3,in Kalamazoo junior; Dominic Licavoli, in the People's Republic of China for the China Welfare Institute. A year
Southgate freshman; Mark Pahns, more than ~ years, will give free, later, he founded the first children's
Laura V. Shaw Theater.
"Barber of Seville" is being Detroit senior; Alan sell, Hillsdale public lectures at 8 p.m. Tuesday, theatre there, and until 1950 was
produced by the department of freshman; Larry Slocum, Fremont Feb. 28,and noon Wednesday, March engaged in directing a large-scale
David
Teal,
Milford 1,here on campus.
theater in conjunction with the senior;
medical supply system serving
sophomore; and Gary Weidenaar,
department of music.
On Tuesday in 3750Knauss Hall, he hospitals in rural areas, setting up
Roe, considered "vocally and Muskegonsophomore.
will discuss "China After Mao." On literacy programs, and otherwise
Stage direction is by William Appel, Wednesday in 159 Student Center, participating in relief work.
visually excellent" by the New York
Tannebaum remained in China
Times, was born and' raised in professor of music. Musical direction Tannebaum will speak on "China's
Cleveland, Ohio. He received his is by Herbert' Butler, professor of Past," a through-the-cafeteria-line or lecturing on American literature at
undergraduate degree at Baldwin- music. Set design is 'byVern Stillwell, brown bag luncheon.
Futan University, the Shanghai
Wallace College, master's degree at associate professor of theater, with
Foreign Language Institute and the
Tannebaum will
the University of Illinois and further technical direction by Peter M. Rose, analyze the past,
Peking First Foreign Language
study at the University of Michigan. assistant professQr of theater. present and future
Institute until 1971.He has been a
In 1974,Roe launched his professional Costume design is by Ms. Robin S. of the country and
featured actor in Chinese motion
career' after teaching at Texas Tech Becker,' University Theater costume discuss Chairman
pictures and is married to Chinese
University,
Eastern
Michigan designer. Assisting Appel is Shelly Mao's widow, Chiactress Chen Yuanchi.
University and the University of Wisdom with Lorrie Berry, Vicksburg ang Ching. He also
Since returning to the U.S. in 1972,
senior; Linda M. Richter, Kalamazoo is well acquainted
Southern California at Los Angeles.
Tannebaum has lectured at univerAs a soloist, Roe has performed freshman; and Susan M. Rogalla, with the arts, polisities and served as consultant to the
as tics and recent dewith the Cleveland Symphony and the Muskegon senior, serving
WorldBank.
Detroit Symphony Orchestras and rehearsal accompanists.
velopment
of
Tickets are $3 and available from China.
'Chemicals From Coal'
with orchestras in Texas, New
Tannebaum
Mexico, Toledo,Flint, Wichita, Grand the Shaw Theater ticket office from
Monday Lecture Topic
During World War II, Tannebaum
Rapids and Kalamazoo. He has been a noon to 5 p.m. daily and noon to 8:30 first went to China with the U.S. Army
Dr. Craig B. Murchison of the Dow
lead singer with the Michigan Opera p.m. on performance days. Reser- as vice director of Armed Forces
Chemical
Company, Midland, will
Theater of Detroit, the Mississippi vations are held until 6 p.m. on per- Radio Service there. He also headed
speak
at
4
p.m.
Monday, Feb. 27,here
formance
nights.
For
reservations,
Opera Association, the Fort Worth
the Shanghai radio station, XMHA,a in 5280 McCracken Hall on
Opera and the Opera Association of call 383-1760.
major Chinese domestic station.
"Chemicals From Coal," in a free,
Western Michigan, as well as with the
In 1946,Tannebaum was invited by public chemistry colloquium.
. Caramoor Festival of New York, the
Michigan's Endangered
Madame Sun Yat-sen to become
Murchison is project leader for
Cranbrook Festival of Michigan, the
executive director of her relief and chemicals from carbon monoxideand
Species
Discussed
Art Park Festival of New York and
hydrogen in Dow's hydrogen and
West African Film
the Music Theater of Wichita.
"Michigan's Endangered Species
energy research department. His
Appearing as Count Ahnaviva is Program" will be the topic of a free,
To Be Shown Here
visit
is sponsored by WMU's
Robert Thick, Kalamazoo graduate public talk at noon Thursday, Feb. 23,
The West African movie, "Man- chemistry department.
student. The role of Rosina has been in 181 Wood Hall by Dr. Sylvia M. dabi," will be shown free to the public
double cast with Joy Claudon, Taylor,
assistant
coordinator, at 7:30 p.m. Friday, Feb. 24, in 2750
Lexington graduate student, and Endangered
Western News
Species
Program, Knauss Hall.
Western News is published by the Informafion
Cathy Crockett, Milford senior, ap- Michigan Department of Natural
A sengalese dramatic comedy with Services
Ollice, ]020 Administration Building, 1921
pearing on alternate nights. Berta Resources. '
W. Michigan Ave., Western Michigan University on
English subtitles, the film was made
Thursdays during the fall and winter semesters,
also has been double cast with
except during examination and vacation periods.
She will explain what the en- in technicolor. The story deals with a
Second class postage is paid at Kalamazoo,
Patricia Bellamy, Kentwood senior, dangered species program is doing simple, rural African whoreceives an Michigan
4900B.
" was established by the University'S Information
and Shelly Wisdom, Troy senior. and has done to provide research data unexpected money order, and howthe
Services Office to disseminate news to the entire
University community. " is distributed free to
Appearing as Dr. Bartolo is Brad identifying
and
preserving dubious windfall threatens to destroy
faculty, stall, emeriti, members of the W.M.U.
Creswell, Muskegon senior, with Michigan's rare wildlife. She also will the traditional fabric of his life.
Parents' Association and friends of Western
Michigan University, and students may pick up
Kenneth
G.
Lee,
Dearborn tell of the importance of life history
at several on-campus locations.
"Mandabi" is being sponsored by copies
Items to be considered for publication should be
sophomore, as Don Basilio. Michael studies, habitat descriptions and the humanities area, College of submilled
by noon Monday to the Information
Services
Office, 3020 Administration
Building,
Seanon Gunn, Grand Rapids senior, biogeographic distributions of such General Studies, and the African
telephone ]83-0981.Martin R. (Joe) Gagie, Director;
and Patricia M. Coyle, Associate Director.
will portray fiorello.
studies program.
species.

China Expert Visits Campus

I
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Western's PA
Grads Rank
High Nationally

Western's Physicians' Assistants
(PA) program graduates had the fifth
highest average scores in the national
certification examination taken last
fall by 1,639 PAs, mostly 1977
graduates, from 55 American PA
training progranis. The examination
results have just been released.
Dr. Norman "Pete" Johnson, PA
director here, said only four of
WMU's 29PA graduates who took the
test scored below the naUonal
median.
Since Western began graduating
PAs four classes ago, Johnson observed, "One hundred percent of our
PA graduates have passed the
examination, compared to 79percent
nationally. "
He noted that the examination was
designed and is administered by the
National
Board
of
Medical
Examiners and to be certified for
practice, a PA program graduate
must pass the exam. It is given by the
National Commission on Certification
of PAs.
Johnson said most of Western's PA
graduates took the exam here on
campus last October. He added that
following initial certification, a PA
must pass a re-certification exam
every six year.
Western graduates ranked seventh
nationally in 1976exam scores. The
PA program here, the first at a state
university in Michigan, began in 1972
under funding from the U.S.
Department of Health, Education and
Welfare. It prepares graduates for
practice as assistants to primary care
physicians, thereby enabling the
M.D.s to expand their capabilities for
providing health care services,
particularly in underserved innercity
and rural areas.
Western has graduated 85 PAs
since the program began here.

'Cars of Future'
· h
Topic Tonlg t
"Cars of the Future" will be

discussed at 8 p.m. Thursday, Feb. 23,
here in the south ballroom of the
Student Center, in a free, public talk
by Donald Ehr, manager, Chassis·
Division, Chrysler Corp., Detroit.
Ehr said he will discuss projected
governmental
and
consumer
demands on the automobile industry'
in the 19808.
His talk, part of WMU College of
Applied Sciences "Jubilee Week,"
originally was announced as being on
Wednesday, same time and place.
Ehr will attend a 6:30 p.m. Thursday joint dinner meeting of the WMU
student chapter and Kalamazoo
senior
chapter,
Society
of
Manufacturing Engineers, and the
Kalamazoo Engineering Society, also
in the Student Center, prior to this
public lecture. He noted that
Chrysler's new sub-coP1pactcar, the
Omni, will be ondisplay in front of the
StudentCenterfrom6:3~10p.m.
The College of Applied Sciences
activities here, Feb. 2~25, are part of
Western's year-long 75thanniversary
Diamond Jubilee celebration.

Former VP
Faunce Dies

Western's former vice president for.
student services, Dr. L. Dale Faunce,
. died at Port St. Lucie, Fla., on
Saturday, Feb. 18,at the age of66.
He had suffered a stroke more than
a week ago, and died as a result of a
second one which struck him on
Friday. Funeral services were held
Tuesday, Feb. 21, in Port St. Lucie,
where Faunce moved from Sturgis
following his retirement as emeritus
professor of counseling and personnel
in 1973.
He was born in Shepherd, Mich.,
was graduated from Harbor Springs
High School and WMV, and taught
RADIOSPECIAL-Tony Griffin (right), news director of Western's FM radio and coached at Sturgis and East
station, WMUK (102.1),is pictured above interviewing Rev. Jesse Jackson, Lansing before joining the Michigan
president of the national human rights organization, Operation PUSH, last State University (MSU) faculty in
week for a special 3O-minuteprogram that will be broadcast on WMUKat 8 1946. From 1948-50, Faunce /was
counselor for men at MSU before
p.m. Thursday, March 2.
(Instructional Communications Photo ) moving to the State University of
Iowa as dean of students and director
of student affairs.
He joined the WMUadministrative
staff as vice president in 1956,and
stepped down to become professor of
Two professional development Graduate Handbook, a collection of counseling and personnel in 1966.In
describing
ap- 1971, the "W" Club at Western
leaves and one sabbatical leave were monographs
approved Friday (Feb. 17) by the proximately 150 foreign educational presented him with its "Man of the
systems.
University Board ofTrustees.
Year" award. Faunce earned his
Frattalone's leave from August 28- master's degree from the University
Professional development leaves
were granted to Dr. H~s Engelke, April 21, 1979, will enable him to of Michigan and his doctor of
.professor and associate director of continue a review of the literature education degree from Michigan
the libraries, and to Marlon Gerould, related to art therapy and art therapy State.
director of international student training programs, and to study firstSurvivors
include his wife,
services. Dr. Joseph A. Frattalone, hand such programs at institutions in Wilhemina of Port S1. Lucie; two
associate professor ofart, was given a Ohio, Indiana, Kentucky and Penn- sons, Stephen of S1. Paul, Minn., and
sabbatical leave.
.
sylvania.
William of Glendale, Calif., a
In other action, the Board approved daughter, Susan McGreevey of
Engelke plans to be gone from
March 2O-June16to do a proposal on leaves of absence without pay for the Keoukuk, Iowa; four grandsons; two
telefacsimile and its applicability to following faculty members: Dr. sisters, Mrs. Alice Wheatonof Harbor
library operations. Purposes of his Arnold A. Gerstein, assistant Springs and Mrs. Helen Luce of
project are to evaluate available professor of humanities, from August Coldwater.
equipment and its feasibility for 7-April 21, 1979,for professional adlibrary purposes and to make a vanced study and writing at the
Five Science Area
detailed examination of networking Institute of Humanistic Psychology in
Faculty on Program
methods.
San Francisco; and Dr. Claude S.
Gerould will be gone from May 15- Phillips, professor of political
August 11 to complete work on the science, from August 7-April21, 1979, Five members of the science area
to Serve as a visiting professor of faculty in the College of General
political science at the University of Studies will be program contributors
Children's Film
at the Michigan Science Teachers
Ife, He-Ife,Nigeria.
Association 25thannual convention in
Produced Here
Lansing Saturday, Feb. 25.
Premieres Friday
Mike Swords will present "The
Employment Interviewing
Usefulness of Parascience in the
A short film, entitled "Clouds,"
Teaching
of Science."
David
Workshops Begin Today
scheduled to be shown on the CBS-TV
Hargreave and Robert Poel will show
The
University
Personnel the use of "Cartoons in the Sciences
netw,ork children's show, "Captain
Kangaroo," Friday, Feb. 24, will Department reminds all faculty and Classroom." Joanne Ursprung, Carl
feature musical accompaniment, film staff that the Employment Inter- Engels and Robert Poel will present
animation and direction by three viewing Workshop will be offered "Demonstrations with Air and
today, Feb. 23, from 1-3:30p.m. in Water," which will include common
WMUUniversity staff members.
room 105 of the University Student and unfamiliar demonstrations.
It will be the film's world premier.
Dr. Alfred Balkin, WMUassistant Center; tomorrow, Feb. 24, from 9professor
of
education
and 11:30 a.m. in room 157of the Student
Clarinet Recital Set
professional development, wrote and Center; and Tuesday, Feb. 28,9-11:30
performs the music; Frederick a.m. and 1-3:30p.m. in room 157of the
Clarinetist Craig Suhusky, a senior
Seegers, a graphic artist in the Student Center.
from Wayland, will perform comPre-registration is encouraged but positions by Hindemith, Karg-Elert
Division of Instructional Communications
(DIC),
did
the not required. Any Western employee and Mozart in a free, public recital at
animation; and the film production who conducts employment interviews 5 p.m. Saturday, Feb. 25, in Oakland
'
was directed here by Wanda J. is invited.
Recital Hall.
\
Herman, assistant professor in DIC.
Suhusky, who studies with Daniel
The movie is based on a song,
Kyser, WMUmusic professor, will be
"Clouds," written by Balkin, who Publish Willer Monograph
accompanied by Cary Belcher, a
performed the multiple singing and
Dr. Thomas F. Willer, assistant graduate assistant in the music
instrumental recordings ofthe music. professor of social science, is the department. He will be joined in the
' Nine other songs written by Balkin author of a new monograph, entitled Mozart work by a student string
previously have been aired on the "Southeast Asian References in the quartet including violinists Dorothy
Captain
Kangaroo
show
as British Parliamentary Papers, 1801- Mason and Debbie Mulvihill, both
background for ghort films. Two of 1972/73:An Index," published by the Detroit seniors, violist Barb Schmidt,
those movies also were shot and Ohio University Center for Inter- a Jackson sophomore, and cellist
produced by Western's DICstaff.
national Studies.
Victor Galea, a Clawsonjunior.

Trustees Approve Leaves
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Appoint Social Work Professor,
Acting Dean, Chairperson

•

The Board also approved the a~
Appointment of Dr. Marion H.
pointments
of Robert H. Luscombe,
Wijnberg as a professor of social
associate
dean,
as acting dean of the
work, effective August 7, was a~
Collegeof
Fine
Arts,
March 13-August
proved Friday (Feb. 17)by Western's
14, and Dr. James M. Ferreira,
Board ofTrustees.
.
professor, as acting
She is presently an associate assistant
chairperson
of the humanities area in
professor of social work and an
the
College
of General Studies,
associate to the Center for Policy
Studies, both at the State University February 15-May15.
Luscombe came to Western in 1973
of New York at Buffalo, where she
as
administrative assistant to the.
received her Ph.D. in 1974. She
dean
of fine arts after having served
received her M.S.W. in 1955from the five years
as assistant to the dean of
University of Buffalo and her B.S. in the University of Michigan School of
industrial and labor relations in 1951·
from the University of Cornell, where Music; he was named assistant dean
she was the recipient of the David in 1975and associate dean last year.
He received his bachelor's degree in
Alpern Memorial Scholarship.
A certified New York state social 1960and his master's in 1967from
worker, Wijnberg is a charter Wayne State University. He has
Western's
Bicentennial
member of the National Association chaired
Committee
and
the
Diamond
Jubilee
of Social Workers and co-chairman of
Committee.
its subcommittee task force on'
Ferreira joined the WMUfaculty in
education of children and a member
of its accreditation committee. She 1971;he has served as administrative
also is a fellow of the American assistant to the humanities chairperson, He received his B.A.degree in
Orthopsychiatric Association.
1959 and M.A. in 1965from Northeastern University and Ph.D. in
1972 from the University of Minnesota, where he also was a head
resident and the administrative
assistant to the director of housing.
Wijnberg

Grand Canyon
Is Study Site
Two WMUHonors College students
from Kalamazoo, Brenda Olson, a
senior, and Matthew Zinkus, a
sophomore, are among 41 students
from colleges in 20 states who are
making an· on-the-site study of the
Grand canyon in Arizona during the
current winter semester and u~
coming spring session.
They will earn 19credit hours in the
program sponsored by the National
Collegiate Honors Council, in
cooperation with Northern Arizona
University (NAU) and the National
Park Service. Classroom work will be
an exploration of the physical and
cultural environment of the canyon,
and extensive field work in the area.
Included in the latter will be two
weeks with U.S. Park Service archeologists, geologists and naturalists
on the canyon's south rim, and a 12day raft trip downthe ColoradoRiver.
During that time, the students will
study the geology and economy of the
c~yon's inner gorge.

Staff Training
Officer Named

George A. Greene was appointed
staff training officer in the WMU
Personnel Office Friday (Feb. 17) by
the University's Board of Trustees.
He has been employed as a sales
representative for the Columbia
National Life Insurance Company,
Columbus, Ohio, and has taught
organizational behavior in the Park
College extension program at
Rickenbacker Air Force Base in Ohio.
He also planned and administered
personnel
and
administrative
programs as an administrative officer in the U.S. Air Force, 1968-74;his
military service included a tour of
duty in Vietnam and he received the
Bronze Star Medal for meritorious
service.
Greene received his bachelor's
degree from Ball State University and
hiS M.A. in management (personnel
administration)
from
Central
Michigan University.
At Western, he will be responsible
for planning, developing and conducting in-service training programs,
including
supervisory
and
managerial development, skilled
trades, apprenticeship and office and
technical skills improvement. Greene
also will plan, develop and conduct
special seminars for University staff
on such topics as poli~y, administration and grievance handling.

MultiClinic Set
Friday Morning
MultiClinic XXXIII will be
presented from 9:2D-11:30 a.m.
Friday, Feb. 24, here in room 3750
Knauss
Hall.
This
month's
MultiClinic was originally scheduled
forJanuary27,butwaspostponeddue
to the severe weather.
For those who are not familiar with
the MultiClinic, a brief introductory
tape providing a general overview
WIll~e shownat 9a.m. ,
This month's client is a 16-year~ld .
non-verbal girl whois being evaluated
as a possible candidate for an electronic speech synthesizer. She is nonambulatory and is currently in a
regular high school resource room.
Although the individual testing and
diagnostic interviewing was compl,etedin January, selected segments
WIll be shown by closed circuit
television on Friday. A full report of
the results of the earlier testing will
be given. Participating departments
are: social work, occupational
therapy, speech pathology and
audiology, physicians' assistants,
reading center and clinic, biomedical
science, General Studies-science arid
special education, in cooperation with
television services.
The MultiClinic is an interdisciplinary ~iagnostic clinic ~eld
monthly to prOViderecommendations
for parents, therapists and others
working with children and adults who
have more than one handicap. The
presentation provides an opportunity
for students to expand their clinical
observation experiences. Students
from the departments involved 'are
invited to observe the presentation
and interact with participating
faculty in a live staffing followingthe
clinic.

University Police
Issue Warning

Western faculty and students are
being warned by University police
that a man recently stole large
quantities of books at two area
colleges by falsely identifying himself
as a representative of a textbook
resale company.
Capt. Robert Slater, chief of
detectives, said that the suspect's
usual ploy is to tell the unsuspecting
faculty member or student that he
will take the books to his car to check
their value and that he'll be right back
with the purchase money.
Slater further stated that the
suspect has used the name of David
Rule and has identified himself as
being a representative of the
American Textbook Company. He is
described as a white male in his late
forties, about 6-6 in height with salt
Griffin Writes Article
and pepper hair; a neat, conservative
The February issue of "Foreign
dresser, but his clothes are old.
Language Annals" contains an article
Anyone having information about
by Dr. Robert J. Griffin, associate
this
individual, should immediately
Faculty Perform Saturday contact
professor of Spanish, entitled "Your
the University police at 383Foreign Language Program: Telling
Music for violin and piano will be 1880.
performed by two faculty members
It-And ShowingIt-Like It Is."
In it, he tells of a pilot project at from the department of music
Heads String Teachers
Parchment
High School which saturday, Feb. 25, at 8 p.m. in
Dr. Gerald Fisc!lbach, professor of
featured a sound and slide presen- Oakland Recital Hall.
This free, public recital will feature music,' is the president of the
tation of the local foreign language
String
Teachers
program. It was used to acquaint the violinists Gerald Fischbach and American
community with the program and the pianist Phyllis Rappeport performing Association, Michigan chapter. He
unique contribution foreign language music by Leclair, Stravinsky and also is the string program chairman
ofthe MTNAnational convention.
study can ~e in education.
Beethoven.

Student Center
Spring Recess
Building Hours
Friday, March 3
Building &Counter Closes 5:30p.m.
Games Area
Closes3:00p.m.
All Other Areas on Regular
Schedule
Saturday, March 4
Closed
Building
Su~dI!Y'March 5
Buildin~&Counter U a.m.-2:3Op.m.
Cafetena
U:3Oa.m.-2:30p.m.
Monday-Friday, March 6-10
Building &
Counter
7:30a.m.-4:45p.m.
Cafeteria (Coffee&Rolls) 9-11a.m.
cafeteria (Lunch) 11:45a.m.-l p.m.
StylingShop
8:30a.m.-4:15 p.m.
Bookstore
10:00a.m.-2:00p.m.
AllOther Areas Closed
Saturday March 11
Building'
Closed
SU~dI!Y'March 12
Buil~g &Cou,nter 11a.m.-2:3Op.m.
Public Cafetena
11:30a.m.-2 p.m.
Monday, March 13
AllAreas on Regular Schedule
WaJ ood unt S k
Cl~:d FridayonM:a\:~
2
'
rc , a p.m.
Reopens Monday, March 13,at 7a.m.
GoldsworthValley HI Snack Bar
Closes Wednesday, March 1,
at 11p.m.
Reopens Monday, March 13,at 8p.m.

Student Teaching
Day Is Cancelled
Because of the severe snow storm
on January 26, which forced the
closing of most schools in Southwestern Michigan for seven days,
Student Teaching Day on March 15
has been cancelled.
'According to carl Lindstrom,
associate professor of education and
professional development and head of
the directed teaching unit, the
"Blizzard of '78" forced the postponement of the beginning of second
semester in the public schools. This,
in turn, caused considerable delay for
WMU student teachers in becoming
deeply involved in their directed
teaching experience; hence the need
to cancel Student Teaching Day, he
noted.

Lowrie Presents
Two Addresses
Dr. Jean E. Lowrie, professor and
director of Western's School of
Librarianship, was the keynote
speaker for the Ontario School
Library Association recently in
Toronto, canada.
For her address, "A Guided Tour to
International
School Libraries,"
Lowrie drew upon her extensive
experience gained from travel as
president
of the International
Association of School Librarianship,
1971-77.
.
She also spoke at a meeting of the
Minnesota Media Educators on Feb.
9, in Duluth, Minn.; on the topic of
"The Future ofInformation Services:
A Challenge to Library Education."
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Western Hosts
Debate Tourney
This Weekend

Six Midwestern universities and
WMUas host school will take part in
the first Mall City Forensics Tournament Saturday and Sunday, Feb.·
25-26,here in Brown Hall.
They are Wayne State, Loyola of
Chicago, Oakland, University of
Wisconsin at Parks ide, Central
Michigan and Akron University. The
tournament will feature two divisions
of debate-novice and junior varsity,
plus such individual events as impromptu,
persuasion,
extemporaneous speaking, oral interpretation,
informative
and
rhetorical criticism.
Presented by the WMU debate
program with the financial backing of
the University's Alumni Office, the
tournament is directed by Richard
Lehman, Union City junior, assisted
by freshman Karen Covy of Livonia.
Debate at WMU is sponsored by the
Humanities Area of the College of
General Studies under the supervision
of Dr. Howard Dooley, assistant
professor of humanities, aided by
Robert Brignall, Kalamazoo graduate
student.
Activities will begin at 9:30 a.m.
Saturday in 2217Brown Hall.

York Retires as Theatre Head
Theatre department chairman, Dr.
zack L. York, who has served in
nearly every phase of theatre work
since joining the Western faculty in
1940, was granted retirement with
emeritus status, effective June 30,by
the University's Board of Trustees
Friday (Feb. 17).
A 1937graduate
of Western, York
earned both his
master of arts and
Ph.D.
degrees
from the University of Wisconsin.
He attended Yale
Drama School in
York
1939-40
af~r
teaching junior high schoolEnglish at
Hastings for two years.
During World War II, York served
four years in the U.S. Army infantry,
including service in the Philippines,
rising from the rank of private to
major. In his years at WMU,he has
directed numerous student productions, has been head of the communication arts
and sciences
department, and was named chairman of the newly-formed theatre
department in 1976.
The first production given in
WMU's new Laura V. Shaw Theatre,
when it opened in 1968, was his
adaptation for the stage of Alan
Paton's novel, "Cry, the Beloved

Country." While on a year's leave of
absence in 1952,York taught stage
design at Michigan State University,
and in the winter semester of 1972-73,
he took a sabbatical leave to study.
youth theatre
production and
education programs in England.
York is a member of the Speech
Association of America, American
Theatre
Association and
the
American
Educational
Theatre
Association.

Libraries Set
Recess Hours
Hours ofOperation
Spring Semester Recess 1978
March ~March 13

Loew To Discuss
Future Directions

Dr. Cornelius Loow, vice president
for academic affairs, will give his
views on the future direction of WMU
during a free, public lecture at 3 p.m.
Friday, Feb. 24, in the University's
Honors College Lounge, Hillside West
Apartments.
Loow will state that he doesn't
believe there is a need ,to distinguish
between liberal and career education
because, ideally, they' complement
each other. He also will present his
ideas on the value of a college
education, how students can take full
advantage of University resources,
and ways in which WMUcan increase
its potential benefit to students,
faculty and the public. A.discussion
will followLoow's remarks.
No Friday afternoon discussion is
scheduled for March 3 because of the
University's spring break March 6-10.

WaldoLibrary (Main)
Saturday, March 4
10a.m.-1 p.m.
Admissions Staff
Sunday, March 5
Closed
Monday-Friday, March 6-10 1-5p.m.
Is on the Road
Saturday, March 11
Closed
Western's
Undergraduate
AdSunday, March 12
Closed
missions Office is currently in the
Business Library, North Hall
process of visiting 150high schools in
Saturday, March 4
10a.m.-5 p.m. Michigan.
Sunday, March 5
Closed
Preceding these visits, personal
Mond8y-Friday, March 6-10 1-5p.m. invitations have been sent to every
Saturday, March 11
CI<1sed student who has applied to Western
Sunday, March 12
5-10p.m. and every student who has sent WMU
Workshop Focus
an American College Test profile.
Educational Resource Center,
This involved mailing over 7,000inSangren HaJJ.
On Assertiveness
Saturday, March 4
10a.m.-1 p.m. vitations to the homes of these high
Gillham Granted
What is assertiveness? A one-day
Sunday, March 5
Closed school students.
"This is one ofthe ways in which we
workshop on Saturday, March 4,
Monday-Friday, March 6-10 1-5p.m.
Emeritus Status
sponsored by the WMU center for
Saturday, March 11
Closed hope to increase the percentage of
Mary A. Gillham, a WMU faculty Sunday, March 12
Women's Services, will answer this
Closed students who apply and eventually
member since 1965,Friday (Feb. 17) Music Library, Harper Maybee HaJJ. enroll," explained Claude Thomas,
question.
assistant director ofadmissions.
This workshop will explore the wide was granted the title emeritus Saturday, March 4
10a.m.-1 p.m.
As part of the programs, each of the
meanings of assertiveness, including assistant professor oflibrarianship by Sunday, March 5
Closed codnselors will be showing a slide
warm friendly feelings towards the Board ofTrustees.
Monday-Friday, March 6-10 1-5p.m.
A 1939 graduate of Monmouth Saturday, March 11
others as well as speaking up forceClosed presentation as well as discussing the
course offerings, financial aids and
fully and learning the difference College in Illinois, she earned an M.S. Sunday, March 12
Closed scholarships,
student
services,
between aggression, assertion and degree from the University of Illinois
School of Library Science in 1952. Physical Sciences Library, RoodHall housing and orientation, he added.
"fraudulent" assertion.
10a.It1.-5p.m.
There will be an explanation of Gillham will retire from Western Saturday, March 4
Semester Program
Sunday, March 5
Closed
some assertive techniques and effective August 18.
Available at UN
Monday-Friday, March 6-10 1-5p.ll).
participants will experience them
The
Honors
College will grant up to
Saturday,
March
11
Closed
through role-playing in small groups.
three
$300
scholarships
for WMU
Sunday,
March
12
5-10p.m.
Laura Manis, assistant professor in
students
selected
to
participate
in the
Western's Counseling Center, will
SchoolofLibrariansbip Lab.
United
Nations
Semester
program
lead the workshop. She is co-author of
Saturday, March 4
10a.m.-1 p.m.
next fall, sponsored by the National
thEM.ssertivenessTraining Workbook
Sunday,
March
5
Closed Collegiate Honors Council.
Gillham
which will be given to each parMonday-Friday, March 6-10 1-5p.m.
Approximately 50 students from
ticipant. AnnGoldman will assist.
Saturday, March 11
Closed throughout the nation will participate
The workshop will be held in the
Sunday, March 12
Closed in this "living-learning" program at
Social Room of Kanley Chapel from 9
the U.N. in New York City.
a.m.-4 p.m. Fees are $15 for comApplication deadline is Wednesday,
Stroup Is Certified
munity and $4 for enrolled WMU
March 15. Additional information is
She taught at several secondary
students. A six-week more intensive
In Group Dynamics
available at the WMUHonors College,
schools
m
Illinois
following
training in assertiveness will be held
Hillside Apartments-West.
graduation
from
Monmouth
and
then
Charles
Stroup,
WMU's
director
of
March 16-April~.
Call the center, 383-6097, for served as head librarian at Proviso student activities, recently completed
Publish Two Articles
West High School,Hillside, Ill., 1958- a three-day, 3O-hour program on
registration and information.
By Western's Cain
65,before joining Western's faculty.
"Adventures in Attitudes" presented
Dr. Mary Cain, WMU professor of
At WMU, Gillham has taught by Personal Dynamics, Inc., Chicago.
January Gifts, Grants
courses in general librarianship, the
Designed to provide an educational education and professional de. Totaled $258,788
organization of library materials, and and personal growth experience, the velopment and vice president of the
January gifts and grants to WMU technical processes. She also directed program was divided into 10sessions University's AAUP chapter, is the
totaled $258,788,according to a report librarianship high school workshops composed of 20 modular units and 74 author of two articles in the January
magazine.
made Friday (Feb. 17) to the for three summers at WMUuntil they experiential projects. It covered such issue of "Teacher"
were discontinued a few years ago. areas as communication, attitude Entitled "Born to Read: A Fabulous
University's Board of Trustees.
Robert B. Wetnight, vice president During summer sessions she has awareness,
mind management, Fish Story" and "Born to Read:
for finance, said that $250,893in taught at the University of Illinois, personality, human relations, group Making a Reading Culture," the
grants were divided as follows: Kentucky and Oregon.
dynamics, personal development and companion articles give credence to
the belief that children become
She holds membership in the motivation.
research, $126,680; public service,
Library
Association,
$69,842; plant operations, $32,938; American
Stroup has been certified to run literate when they are immersed in a
student aid, $12,701;and instruction, National Education Association and workshops by Personal Dynamics, culture of literature.
Cain provides teachers
with
$8,732. The $7,895 received in gifts Beta Phi Mu, the national library Inc. He will use his training for the
were divided as followS: student honorary. In .1963-64, she was leadership and personal development specific suggestions for creating
financial aid, $3,670;cash, $3,435;and secretary of the Illinois Association of programs sponsored by the Student literacy cultures in their own
classrooms.
SchoolLibrarians .
.non-cash, $790.
Activities office.
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Job
cnin91

Campus Watch
Bulletin #6

Thieves pried open a desk drawer in
a Brown Hall office last week and
made off with over $40in small bills
• and loose change. The theft occurred
over the weekend and was discovered
Monday morning. Various I.D. cards
also were taken from a lost-and-found
box in the office.
A manual typewriter, valued at $50,
was taken' from an office in the
Student Services Building last
weekend. There were no signs of
forced entry; it appears as though the
thief had a key to the area.
The arrest of a suspect for indecent
exposure in Sangren Hall several
weeks ago has cleared up nearly 20
cases which occurred over the past
four years on campus. The suspect
was identified by several victims in a
photo lineup and, when confronted by
officers, he admitted to exposing
himself on a regular basis in buildings
on campus. The suspect is currently
awaiting trial.

The listings below are currently
being posted by the University
Personnel Office for regular full-time
or part-time University employees.
Applicants should submit a Job
Opportunities Application during the
posting period.
HA-HD clerical positions are not
required to be posted by the
University. Interested University
employees may register in the Personnel Office, for assistance in
securing these positions.
Secretary
II,
HE,
#7fl..039
,
Mathematics, posted 2/20-2/24.
Secretary II, HE, #78-047,Continuing
Education, posted 2/22-2/28.
Night Operations Supervisor, E-09,
#78-044,Computer Center, posted
2/20-2/24.
Senior Programer, E-11,#7fl..049,
Data
Processing, posted 2/22-2/28.
Senior Prngramer, E-11,#7fl..050,
Data
Processing, posted 2/22-2/28.

PAPER WORK-Ronald C. Weber of Kalamazoo (right) is the recipient of the
first scholarship from the WMUGraduate Library Students (GLS)Club, to pay
the $100.50tuition for a three-hour librarianship course here. Surveying the
Beecher, Carr
stack of waste paper are Mrs. Michelle L. Denay of Petoskey, current GLS
president (center), and Sherryl L. Balley of Ravenna, GLS immediate past
Below is a listing of th~ InstrucGet Title Changes
president, under whom the paper drive began. GLShas now sold about 10,000 tional position openings currently
Changes in title for two WMU ad- pounds of waste paper, more than enough to finance Weber's stipend, in the being posted. by the Personnel
ministrators were approved Friday continuing paper drive. Weber's is believed to be the first such librarianship Department. For additional in(Feb. 17)by the University's Board of stipend in the nation financed solely by students in the discipline.
formation about these positions,
Trustees to be consistent with their
(WMUNewsphoto) please refer to the posting boards on
existing levels of responsibility.
campus or contact the Employment
They are: Robert W. Beecher, from
Officein Personnel.
controller to assistant vice president
Assistant
Professor,
#7fl..033
,
and controller, and Thomas J. Carr,
REPOST, Natural Science, posted
from director of auxiliary enterprises
Impact of Affirmative ActiononPersonnel Policies
2/22-2/28.
to assistant vice president and
Affirmative action affects all employment practices including (but not Assistant Professor, #78-040,Theatre,
director of auxiliary enterprises, both limited to) recruiting, hiring, transfers, promotions, training, compensation,
posted 2/21-2/27.
effective immediately.
benefits, lay-offs and terminations. It covers all employees of the University, Assistant Professor, #78-041,Music,
~ Beecher joined the WMU staff as including student employees.
posted 2/21-2/27.
controller in 1966after having served
Affirmative action is a result-oriented program to which an employer is InStructor, #78-042, Music, posted
as business manager of the Dearborn committed to apply every good faith effort to assure all persons equal em2/21-2/27.
campus of the University of ployment opportunities. Procedures must be utilized to eliminate present and Assistant Professor, #78-043,Music,
Michigan. He received his B.B.A. in the possibility of any future discrimination, as well as to provide equitable
posted 2/21-2/27.
1957from the University of Michigan remedies for past discrimination. An Affirmative Action Plan includes Assistant Professor, #78-045,Elecand his J.D. in 1965 from the measurable hiring goals for minorities and women and programs for training
trical Engineering, posted 2/21University of Detroit Law School.
and promotions.
.
2/27.
A native of Muskegon, Carr
The development and implementation of written affirmative action ,Instructor, #78-064,Marketing, posted
received his B.S. degree in 1959and programs was first required in 1965under Executive Order 11246.In 1967, 2/23-3/1.
M.A. in 1962from Western. He joined Executive Order 11246was amended by Executive-Order 11375to add sex as a Assistant
Professor,
#7fl..051
,
the WMU staff in 1962as assistant prohibited basis of discrimination. This amendment applies to institutions of
Marketing, posted 2/23-3/1.
director of housing and later served higher education with Federal contracts or subcontracts that totaled $10,000or Assistant
Professor,
#7fl..052,
as associate director, acting director more. The Department of Health, Education and Welfare (HEW) has been
Marketing, posted 2/23-3/1.
and director of housing before designated as the enforcement agency for monitoring compliance in Instructor, #7fl..053
, Management,
assuming his current responsibilities educational institutions.
posted 2/23-3/1.
in 1969.
The Uiliversity has an Affirmative Action Plan approved by the Board of Assistant
Professor,.
#7fl..054
,
Trustees in 1974.The Affirmative Action Coordinating Committee (AACC)is
Management, posted 2/23-3/1.
charged with monitoring the overall Affirmative Action program of the Instructor, #7fl..055, Management,
Two Symphonic
University. The University has taken several steps to promote affirmative
posted 2/23-3/1.
action: the University has implemented an employment "sign-off" procedure Instructor, #7fl..056
, Management,
Bands To Perform
under the responsibility of the Affirmative Action Officer, whomust review all
posted 2/23-3/1.
,
Two Symphonic Bands from the hiring decisions before an offer of employment may be made; job posting Assistant Professor, #78-007,General
department of music will perform in a programs facilitate promotions for all University staff who meet the
Business, posted 2/23-3/1.
free public concert at 3 p.m. Sunday, requirements of vacant positions; University staff benefits eligibility is based Instructor, #78-008, Accountancy,
Feb. 26, in Miller Auditorium. Each upon non~scriminatory criteria; in the area of pay, the University has a
posted 2/23-3/1.
will perform separately under the formal classification system which is designed to assure that the classification Instructor, #78-009, Accountancy,
direction of Eddie Green, director of and pay of various positions are based upon factual criteria which is afposted 2/23-3/1.
bands at Western.
firmative and equitable.
Assistant
Professor,
#78-060,
The program will feature a variety
The University also has established a special grievance procedure which
Accountancy, posted 2/23-3/1.
of compositions for band, including specifically handles discrimination complaints. Copies of the grievance Instructor, #78-001, Accountancy,
Rimsky-Korsakov's "Procession of procedures can be obtained from the Affirmative Action Officer, Room 3090 posted 2/23-3/1.
Nobles;" Fucik's familiar circus Administration Building.
Assistant Professor, #78-002,General
march, "Entry of the Gladiators;"
In general, all employment and personnel related practices come under
Business, posted 2/23-3/1.
Reed's "La Fiesta Mexicana;" and the umbrella of non~scrimination and affirmative action. The Personnel Assistant Professor, #78-003,General
"Festival
Overture"
by Department and the Affirmative Action Officer are always ready to discuss
Business, posted 2/23-3/1.
Shostakovich.
any specific questions regarding affirmative action at Western.
The listings below are currently
Highlighting this program will be a
being posted by the University
performance of Bellstedt's "Napoli,"
Personnel Office for Bargaining Unit,
with euphonium soloists Steve
Local #1668positions.
Madsen, a junior from Grand Haven,
Food Service Custodian, #78-{)l2,
Food
and Tim Searl, a sophomore from
Service, F-2, one position, 1st shift,
Portage.
posted 2/'11)-2/26.

Personnel Department Memo

Instant InfDrmatiDn Line
()t 383·B153
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Western Offers Course on Farm

~arning
nmural
farming
techniques while living and working
on a farm near Bangor will be part of
a new Western Michigan University
course beginning in the spring
session, Monday, May.!.
"Homesteading Practice," a fourhour regular credit course offered by
WMU's Environmental
Studies
Program (EVS), will be offered
-during the spring and swmner
sessions and the fall semester here
and is repeatable for up to 16 credit
hours, according to Dr. Robert W._
Kaufman, EVS director. The farm
will become self-supporting with
student-raised crops and livestock, he
explained.
The homesteading course is open to
Western students or anyone who has
obtained Permission to Take Classes
(PTC) here. An application for the
course must be submitted prior to
registration.
Fourteen students will be admitted
to the course on the basis of early
application, previous related courses
or readings, and the desire to live and
work full time at the farm while
enrolled in the course.
The class will enable students to
experience
farming
with low
technological techniques such as
recycling,
livestock production,
organic farming me~hodsand energy

Winter Reading
Horizons Issued

Discussions of the role of parents in
reading instruction and the importance of evaluating teacher
knowledge of reading skills are
among the 11 feature articles in the
Winter issue of "Reading Horizons,"
a quarterly publication of the WMU
Reading Center and Clinic and the
Homer L. J. Carter Reading Council,
Kalamazoo.
The journal is devoted to reading at
all levels of educational endeavor and
provides
teachers
and
other
professionals with ideas, movements
and important changes in the area of
reading.
Feature
articles
include:
"Teachers, Parents and Reading
Instruction: A Learning Alliance," by
Kenneth Kavale, University of
Colorado; and "Measurement of
Teacher Knowledge of Reading," by
H. L. Narang, University of Regina,
Saskatchewan, Canada.
Regular sections in the current
issue include an editorial comment,
"The Power of the Printed Word," by
Kenneth N. VanderMeulen, "Reading
Horizons" editor and also director,
WMU College of Education Skills
Center; "We Suggest," by Eleanor
Buelke of Kalamazoo, which reviews
"Motivation and Personality," a book
by Abraham Maslow; "Quick
Reviews," which gives brief summaries of 28articles on reading from
professional
journals;
and
"Professional Concerns," edited by
R. Baird Shuman, University of
Illinois' English department. This last
section is devoted to the exchange of
ideas among persons interested in
reading instruction.
Subscriptions
to
"Reading
Horizons" are $5 a year from the
Reading Center and Clinic, Sangren
Hall, phone 383-1992.

self-sufficiency. These methods
require more physical labor but
provide little stress to the environment.
The 36-acre farm is being provided
for Western's use by the Michigan
Land Trustees, an organizationconcerned with ecological land use.
No capital investment is required by
WMU.
The new course is the offspring of
an experiment in homesteading
begun in 1972 by Dr. Maynard L.
Kaufman, WMU associate professor
of religion, and his wife, Sally. He is
not related to Robert Kaufman.

5 WMU Faculty
On ATE Program

The WMU~rand Rapids Public
Schools
(GRPS)
Professional
Development Center (POC), Teacher
Corps project in Grand Rapids, was
featured in three sessions of the annual conference of the Association of
Teacher Educators last week in Las
Vegas, Nev.
'
The PDC, located at the Oakdale
Elementary School, Grand Rapids, is
a project assisted by a $300,000U.S.
Office of Education, Teacher Corps,
Department of Health, Education and
Welfare grant over the next two
years.
Five WMU faculty from the
education and professional development department, including Dr.
L. Richard Harring, associate
professor and Teacher Corps project
director here, spoke at the conference.
In one session, "The Development
and OperatioR of a Professional
Development Center: Moving from
Cooperation to Collaboration, the
WMU/GRPS Experience," Harring
was joined in the presentation by Dr.
Robert
W. Howell, associate
professor, who is project as.~ia~
director and heads the POC. Aiding m
this session were John Kornelis, Oakdale principal and project site
coordinator, and Richard Bandy,
GRPS elementary education director.
Another session, "Challenges of the
Teacher
Advisory Consultant,"
discussed how a consultant serves as
a link between inservice experiences
for classroom teachers and their
efforts to implement new instructional programs or techniques
into their ongoing program. Speakers
were Helen Jennings, associate
professor, and Archie E. Watson,
assistant professor, and Teresa
Williams, a GRPS teacher at the
Alexander Elementary School.
In the third session, "Matching
Needs, Perceptions, and Resources,"
Harring, Howell and Dr. James J.
Bosco, professor, presented the three
key components to successful POC
operations. The PDC is designed to
train GRPS and WMU teachers to
collaborate in providing coordinated
and, integrated professional development services.

The Maynard Kaufman's School of
Homesteading, also located at
Bangor, was so popular that Maynard
Kaufman initiated the new class and
will coordinate its activities. The
WMUfarm is adjacent to Kaufman's
school.
Spring and swmner session tuition
for "Homesteading Practice," EVS
350,will include regular tuition plus a
living expense fee of up to $150; the
fall semester living expense fee will
be up to $300a person.
For more information contact the
Environmental Studies Office, 120
MooreHall, phone 383-3984.

Foreign Student
Wor ks hop Here

A workshop on "Basics of Foreign
Student Admissions" will be held
Tuesday, March 7,here at Western.
Purposes of the workshop are: to
provide information on various·
elements of the foreign admissions
process, including adopting an institutional philosophy on foreign
students; setting admissions standards, approaches and resources on
foreign
credentials
evaluation;
techniques for evaluating English and
finances; and the proper use of the
Form. 1-20, according to Marlon
Gerould, WMU director of international student services.
The workshop is sponsored by the
National Association for Foreign
Student Affairs and will be led by
Gerould and Jolene Jackson, WMU
assistant director of international
student services. Invitations have
been sent to 31 colleges and un~~~es within a 125mile radius of

'Persona I Effectiveness'
Of Students Explored
A small workshop for WMU
students
to explore
personal
relationships and goals will begin
Thursday, March 9, and will run for
six weeks.
The non-credit course, "Personal
Effectiveness," will be led by Trisha
French and Cheryl Wasserman and is
designed for women and men students
to become more aware of self by
exploring communication skills,
values clarification, decision-making,
relationships, assertiveness
and
planning for future contingencies.
A maximum of 15participants will
be enrolled. It will be held in the
Dean's Conference Roomr Sangren
Hall, from 6:30-8:30p.m. Thursdays
through April 13th. The fee of $8.00
will include a textbook. Call, the
Center, 383-6097,for registration and
more detailed information.

British Sociologist
Talks on Health Policy
Dr. John S. MacDonald, University
reader in social administration and
sociologyat the University ofLondon,
will offer a public lecture at 3:15p.m.,
Piano Recital Tonight
Thursday, Feb. 23 here in 2302
Pianist Susan Rogalla, a senior Sangren Hall on "Recent Developfrom Muskegon, will perform works ments in British Health and Social
by Hayden, Chopin and Schumann at Policy Research."
MacDonald is conducting coma free, public recital at 8 p.m.
Thursday, Feb. 23.at Oakland Recital parative research in inner-city social
Hall. '
policies in Londonand NewYork City.

-

Medieval Institute
Thinking Summer

They're "thinking swmner" here at
Western's Medieval Institute with the
announcement of a July 6-Aug. 17
swmner session of study at Schloss
Neuburg, Passau (Bavaria), West
Germany.
The Institute, along with the
Michigan Consortium for Medieval
and Early Modern Studies, is cosponsor of the program which offers
courses in late Roman and early
German archaeology and history,
medieval cities, and South German
culture (1500-1750).
Instruction in beginning and advanced German conversation will be
available from the Goethe Institute in
Passau, and if there is enough
demand, courses in medieval
palaeography and photography will
be offered.
Total student cost for the six weeks
is $1,600, which includes transportation from New York to Muni~h,
a charter bus to the 2,OOO-year~ld
City
of Passau, room and board in Schloss
Neuburg, field trips to Salzburg and
several other cities in the area,
tuition, and the registration fee ($50)
due before April 15. Costs may vary,
owing to changes in the exchange
rates.
Registrations and credits will be
handled by WMU, according to Dr.
otto Grundler, director of the
Unive~ity's Medieval Institute. H~,
noted that the courses offer three
hours of academic credit each, with
the exception of the non-eredit course
in photography. For additional information, call 383-4980.
•
f
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Gordon Light oot
Performs April 8

Folksinger Gordon lightfoot will
appear in concert here at Miller
Auditorium at 7 p.m. Saturday, April
8.
Tickets are Q,owon sale at the Miller
Auditorium ticket office, priced at
$7.50, $6.50 and $5.00 for reserved
seats.
Lightfoot's newest album, "Endless
Wire,"
entered
the Billboard
magazine Top 100LP chart last week
in the number 46 position, and his
newest single, a rework of "The
Circle Is Small" is a "top single pick"
in the same issue.
The list of songs written and
recorded by Lightfoot includes "The
Ballad of the Edmund Fitzgerald,"
"Rainy Day People," "Early Morning Rain," "If You Could Read My
Mind."
Gerould Participates
On Regional Panel
Marlon Gerould, WMU director of
international
student
services,
recently served as a panelist at the
College Entrance
Examination
Board's
Midwestern
Regional
Assembly meeting in Chicago.
'The
panel
discussed
the
"Admission of Foreign Students to
Colleges and Universities." Gerould
addressed four specific topics:
"Institutional Philosophy/Policy on
the Admission of Foreign Students";
"Foreign Student Recruitment";
"Organizing the Foreign Student
Admissions
Function";
and
"Resources to Augment the Foreign
Admissions Process."

<:
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Women Cagers
-Seeded Second

CAMPUS CAlIIDAR

Western
Michigan's
women's
basketball team has been awarded FEBRUARY
23-Whitney Young SCholars Award Ceremony, "The Single-Parent
the second seed behind Michigan
Syndrome," with Anita YoungBoswell,west ballroom, Student Center,
State for the State of Michigan AlAW
8p.m.
'
Tournament in early March, but they
23--sex and Sexuality Series, "Common Sexual Problems of College
must first close the regular season
Women," Dr. Robert S. Gove, chief of staff, University Health Center,
schedule against Central Michigan
~4 Student Center, 7:30p.m.
Saturday in Mt. Pleasant.
23-24--series of workshops on graphic design conducted by visiting WMU
This will be part of a full day's cage
alumni, Design Center, 1~2 Sangren Hall, 10a.m.-4 p.m.
activity between the two schools. The
23-Agricultrual
Convocationfor Diamond Jubilee, 3034I&ETBuilding, 3-4
women's junior varsity teams will tip
p.m.
off at 9:30 a.m., this game will start
23-Lecture by Dr. Sylvia M. Taylor, Mich. Dept. of Natural Resources,
two hours later and the men's varsity
. "Michigan's Endangered Species Program," 181WoodHall, noon:
contest gets underway at 2p.m.
23-'
'Recent Developments in British Health and Social Policy Research,"
WMU carries an 18-4record and a
by sociologist Dr. John S. MacDonald, University of London, 2302
string of 10straight wiDsafter beating
Sangren Hall, 3:15p.m. .
the University of Michigan,. 85-80.23-Guest lecturer Dr. Perry Robinson, Midwest director; AAUP, will
Coach Fran Ebert's squad earned an
speak on "The Function ofthe Organization," 3750Knauss Hall, 4p.m.
81-80decision at Grand Valley State to
23-Home economics department's OpenHouse, I&ETBldg., 1-5p.m.
avenge an earlier 72-69 loss in
23-Dis'cussion of "Successes and Problems with Recycling Paper" by
Kalamazoo, and then stopped Ball
Robert E. Kinsey, director, WMU Paper Recycling Pilot Plant, and
State, ~2, last week.
"Impact of Paper Recycling on the Enviromnent" by Duane Marshall,
regional manager, National Councilfor Air and Stream Pollution, 1610
Reschedule Lake
McCracken Hall, noon. Repeats Friday, 3:20p.m.; Saturday, 9:~ and
11:20a.m.
Superior Game
24-WestAfricanfilm, "Mandabi," 2750Knauss Hall, 7:30p.m.
Three games within six days are
24-Reception for visiting alumni and friends of the WMUGraphic Design
ahead for a Western Michigan men's
Center, Gallery II, Sangren Hall, 10a.m.-4 p.m.
basketball team that experienced its
24-"A Perspective on the University" by Dr. Cornelius Loew, vice
high and lowseason point totals in two
president for academic affairs, Honors Collegelounge,3 p.m.
setbacks last week.
·24-University Jazz Lab with-Ernie Wilkins, woodwind soloist, Miller
The Broncos entertained Ohio
Auditorium, 8p.m.
University last night; they will travel
24-March3--susan Dow, Jewelry &Metalsmithing Show,Steers St. House
to Central Michigan for a Saturday
Gallery, daily.
.
afternoon test with one of the top
25-"Ten Years of Graphic Design at WMU," an exhibition by alumni and
clubs in the Mid-American Constudents, Gallery II, Sangren Hall, 10a.m.-4 p.m.
ference, and return to Read for a 7:30
25--sixth Annual Secretarial Seminar, Student Center, all day.
p.m. Monday encounter with Great
25-Faculty recital by violinist Gerald Fischbach and pianist Phyllis'
Lakes Conference leader Lake
Rappeport, Oakland Recital Hall, 8p.m.
Superior State. The latter game was
25-26-1st Annual Mall City Forensics Tournament, 2217Brown Hall, 9:30
postponed on Jan. 31because of poor
a.m.
weather.
26-Auditions for Student Program Bureau, 213 Maybee Hall, 6:30-9:30
Last week, WMUlost a 113-91shootp.m.
out to nationally-ranked University of
27-Lecture on various aspects of aircraft finishing, Neal Carlson, Randolf
Detroit and then bowed, 66-44 at
Products, 3770Knauss, 8 p.m.
Bowling Green. The Broncos ~ere
·28-J azz artist Chuck Mangione on the flugel horn, Miller Auditorium, 8
held scoreless for a period of 9:54late
p.m.
in the game and finished the day with
28-Auditions for Student Program Bureau, 213Maybee Hall, &-9p.m.
a .288field goal percentage.
.
28-Lecture, "China After Mao," by Gerald Tannebaum, 25-year resident
of China, 3750Knauss Hall, 8p.m.
MARCH
Move MAC Swim
•
1-Les
Brown
and
His
Band of Renown, Ray Eberle, Paula Kelly & The
Championships Here
Moderpaires, Miller Auditorium, 8p.m.
Energy problems in Indiana and at
• 1-3-Rossini's opera, "The Barber of Seville" starring Charles Roe, New
Ball State University will result in the
York City Opera Co.,Shaw Theatre, 8p.m.
1978 Mid-Conference swimming
• I-Basketball, WMUvs. Eastern Michigan, Read Fieldhouse, 7:30p.m.
championships being held here at
I-Lecture, "China's Past," Gerald Tannebaum, 25-year resident of
Western March 2-4.
China, 159Student Center, noon.
Trials
each day at Gabel
• I-Downtown Coaches basketball luncheon, Ellsworth Dining Area, 11:45
Natatorium will start at 11a.m. while
a.m.
finals in the same events will be held
I-Colloquium, "What Do WeMean by 'Health and Human Services '?" by
at 7 o'clock each evening. Five events
Russell Davis, director, Family Health Center, Kiva Room, 3-5p.m.
are on Thursday's agenda, seven
2--sky Broncos' business meeting, 3550Knauss Hall, 8 p.m.
Friday and seven the final day.
• 3- "My Fair Lady," starring Edward Mulhare, Miller Auditorium, 8 p.m.
Tickets are priced..at $7.00for the
6-11--spring Break-no classes until 8a.m. Monday,March 13.
entire meet, $2.00for each day's final
•
Indicates
admission fee charged.
sessions and $1.00for preliminaries.
Student admission for any session is
$1.00.
Matmen Visit Miami
Women Gymnasts
A
home meet last night with
Sou(hern Florida
In State Meet
Saginaw Valley and a Friday road
Alumni To Meet
engagement at Miami University will
Coach Sally Belson's Western
Western alumni living in Southern close out Western's 1978dual meet Michigan women's gymnastics team
travels to Mt. Pleasant today to
Florida have been invited to a dinner wrestling schedule.
compete in the fourth annual
meeting March 4 in Fort Lauderdale,
Gymnasts at Central
SMAlAW (State
of Michigan
Fla., in conjunction with Western's 11
of
Intercollegiate
baseball games against other college
Western Michigan's men's gym- Association
team
visited Eastern Athletics for Women) championships.
teams March 3-12 at the Detroit nastics
Tigers' spring training facilities.
Michigan last night and will travel to
The meet will not only decide the
Special guests will include: Dr. Joe Central Michigan Friday for its final state championship but it will also
Hoy, WMUathletic director; Gary P. two dual meets before it begins serve as a qualifier for the Midwest
Brown, WMU alumni relations preparation to defend its Great Lakes regional. Western is hoping to move
director; and Tim Mingey, Brown's Intercollegiate Gymnastics League up this year after finishing fifth last
assistant.
year.
title on March 3-4.

.J'

WESTERN'S All-American football
tallback Jerome Persell is shown
holding the 1978WMU "Man of the
Year" Award, sponsored by the
Alumni "W" Club. Persell, a Detroit
junior, became the first WMU undergraduate ever selected for the
award since it began in 1967.In addition to his national recognition,
Persell also led the Mid-American
Conference in rushing and scoring in
1976 and 1977, being named MAC
"Offensive Player of the Year" both
seasons.
(WMUNewsphoto)

Broncos in Must
Win Situation

It's down to the final weekend ofthe
Central
Collegiate
Hockey
Association season and only two
things are certain-Bowling Green
and St. Louis have both clinched
playoff berths. The remaining two
spots are up for grabs as Western
Michigan plays Ohio State at
Columbus and Northern Michigan is
at Lake Superior State this week.
Because of energy problems on ihe
OSU campus, the upcoming 'series
will be played Saturday and Sunday
afternoons at 4:45. The original Jan.
20-21series in Columbus was postponed because of snow after WMU
had arrived on the Buckeye' campus
the previous evening.
Coach Bill Neal's Broncos can
guarantee themselves a fifth consecutive post-season· playoff aIr
pearanee with a win and a tie in these
matches.
CCHAstandings are determined on
percentage and Bowling Green has
wrapped up the regular season title
with a 13-3record, while St. Louis is
also in the playoffs with a 10-8record
heading into its final series at Bowling
Green. Following in the standings are
Northern Michigan, 8-~1 and .472;
Western, 7-10-1and .417;OhioState, 711and .389,and Lake Superior at 6-10
and .375.
. Netters Open Season
A veteran Western Michigan men's
tennis team that has finished second
in the Mid-American Conference for
three straight years begins its 1978
season Friday at the Eastern Kentucky Indoor Invitational in Richmond, Ky. "This is just like a regular
tournament with seeds, pairings and
flights for singles and doubles,"
remarked
WMU Coach Jack
Vredevelt.
lIIini Host Thinclads
Competition at the Illini USTFF
meet in Champaign, Ill., is up next for
Western Michigan's men's track and
field team following a fourth place
finish in 1978 Central Collegiate
Conference standings.

